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Although there are many books on Samuel Johnson's moral and religious thought, have managed to provide a complete analysis of his relationship to the .
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At the center of the study is Samuel Johnson, who serves as a guide to eighteenth-century thought on sixteenth- and seventeenth-century Britain. Makes a
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nice touch is Davis' tendency to compare Johnson with writers of other periods, such as.

Tolstoy, Bellow, and even Malamud. Generally
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This book not only provides a detailed analysis of Johnson's relationship with the ethics and theology of the 18th century, examining the background to his views.

Samuel Johnson and eighteenth-century thought by Hudson, Nicholas. Overall Rating: 1 2 3 4 5. Your Rating: 1 2 3 4 5.
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Seeking to confine Johnson's general and universal themes to the preoccupations of a particular time and place, Hudson has embarked on an ambitious.
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Recently, in Samuel Johnson and Eighteenth-Century Thought, Nicholas Hudson rightly argues that Johnson's accounts of the imagination and melancholy .